Introduction
In this paper, we present a method for unsupervised scene categorization which is posed as a graph partition problem with each image being a vertex in the graph. We consider scene categories which include outdoor scenes, indoor scenes and object categories (such as highway, library, motorcycle, respectively). Unsupervised scene categorization is an important research topic with a wide range of applications such as image retrieval, web-based image search and top-down context in object detection and recognition [4, 15, 14, 19] . This paper addresses the following two main problems in unsupervised scene categorization:
(1) Automatic feature selection for different scene categories. As illustrated in the top panel of Fig.1 , different scene categories are formed by class-specific appearance features (such as textures, textons, sketches and colors) and specific geometric configurations ranging from stochastic ones (modeled by bag-of-words) to regular ones (modeled by deformable template or active basis). In the literature of unsupervised scene categorization, most work do not address the feature selection problem. Instead, they use a predefined long vector of features for all categories [15, 21, 9, 20] . Recently, the information projection strategy has shown promising results on pursuing features under an information-theoretic framework [12, 23] .
(2) Automatic cluster number selection. In the existing work of unsupervised scene categorization, the cluster number is often predefined or searched exhaustively in a given range [9, 19] . The key for automatic cluster number selection lies in whether an algorithm can explore the solution space efficiently instead of exhaustively. Automatic cluster number selection is a very important aspect of an unsupervised algorithm and affects performance largely. It entails the ability of generating new clusters, removing existing clusters and switching between two different clusters, as illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig.1 . Generally, there are two kinds of methods which are capable of this task, one is the hierarchical Dirichlet process based on the stickbreaking constructions [5, 16] (which, however, has no obvious support for the feature selection) and the other is the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) strategy with death, birth and diffusion dynamics [18, 1] (which can incorporate the feature selection, but has not yet been addressed for unsupervised scene categorization).
Motivated by the two problems, we present a method for unsupervised scene categorization with automatic feature selection and cluster number selection. As illustrated in Fig.1 , the basic idea is to represent images of different categories in a heterogeneous feature space. Then, we discover scene categories by information projection and cluster sampling. Concretely, by treating each image as a vertex in a graph, we formulate unsupervised scene categorization as a graph partition problem under the Bayesian framework, which has the following two key components: Figure 1 . Illustration of the proposed method for unsupervised scene categorization. Our method addresses the automatic feature selection and the automatic cluster number selection simultaneously in a unified framework. The top panel illustrates the heterogeneous feature space in which we represent images of different categories to account for their large variabilities. The automatic feature selection is facilitated by the information projection strategy in the heterogeneous feature space. The bottom panel illustrate the cluster sampling strategy for automatically selecting cluster number. (see texts for details) (1) The "what is what" component. We pursue features which are both informative and discriminative by using the information projection strategy [12, 23] and simultaneously learn a generative model for each cluster. The learning starts from a reference model pooled over the whole image set to be categorized. Then, the learned models are used as the likelihood in cluster sampling.
(2) The "what goes with what" component. We explore the partition space efficiently by using the cluster sampling algorithm [1] which has cluster birth, death and switching dynamics. The importance of the cluster sampling strategy is that it can jump in the solution space by flipping the label of many coupled images simultaneously (as a connected component in the graph). The cluster number is selected automatically for globally optimal clustering in terms of maximizing a Bayesian posterior probability. We use the Swendsen-Wang Cuts (SWC) algorithm [1] for the inference.
In the literature, most of the scene categorization methods are based on supervised learning [3, 13] . Unsupervised scene categorization is often formulated as the problem of searching and matching re-occurrences of some visual patterns among different images. Usually, visual patterns are represented by some low level holistic features (such as global color, histogram of filter response, Gabor filter and the gist), and scene categories are described as bag-of-words [8] , pyramid kernels [6, 22] , subgraphs in a hierarchical structure [17] and active basis [23] . The categorization methods used in the literature are Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [7] , Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2] and SUM-MAX algorithm [23] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec.2 introduces the graph partition formulation of unsupervised scene categorization as well as the information projection strategy and the cluster sampling strategy. Sec.3 presents the implementation by using the SWC algorithm. Sec.4 introduces the methods for performance evaluation. Sec.5 shows results of our experiments. Sec.6 concludes this paper.
Problem formulation
By treating each image as a vertex in a graph, we formulate unsupervised scene categorization as a graph partition problem under the Bayesian framework.
Unsupervised scene categorization
Let D be a set of input images containing a scene (outdoor or indoor) or object,
The objective of unsupervised scene categorization is to seek a partition of D with K inferred clusters (K is an unknown number to be inferred and 1 ≤ K ≤ n). We have,
where
where n k is the number of images in D k and 1 ≤ n k < n. We have n = K k=1 n k . Let F be the feature pool in which we select features and simultaneously learn a model for
where f i can be vector valued functions of different filter responses such as the intensity, colors, Gabor filters and SIFT descriptors extracted at certain locations in the image lattice and scales. Let F k ⊂ F be the selected features for D k and Θ k be the parameters of the model built upon F k to describe images in D k .
Given D and F, the unsupervised image categorization seeks the output,
Bayesian formulation
Under the Bayesian framework, we seek the optimal W * (Eqn.5) by maximizing a Bayesian posterior probability,
where Ω is the solution space, and we have
Before specifying the prior probability p(W ) and the likelihood P k , we first anatomize the solution space Ω and specify the graph partition formulation.
Anatomy of the solution space Ω
The solution space Ω is a product of the partition space Partition space. In Eqn.2, when the image set D is categorized into K disjoint clusters, we call it a K-partition, denoted by π K ,
Let Π K be the set of all possible K-partitions and we have,
Then, the partition space, denoted by Ω Π , is,
Model space. For each D k ∈ π K , we need specify a model P k which comes from a model space Ω P k . We have,
Solution space. The solution space Ω is a union of subspaces Ω K and each Ω K is the product of one partition space Π K ∈ Ω Π and K model spaces Ω P k , that is,
In terms of the anatomy of Ω, Eqn.5 can be rewritten as,
So, in Eqn.7, the prior probability p(W ) is,
where p(K) is the prior model for the number of cluster which is often assumed as an exponential family model,
β is a tuning parameter, p(π K ) is the uniform distribution in the partition space Π K , and both p(F k ) and p(Θ k |F k ) are the uniform distribution in the model space.
The graph partition specification
Based on the anatomy of the solution space Ω, we present the graph partition formulation which includes the specifications of the adjacency graph and the edge probability.
The adjacency graph. This graph represents a Kpartition π K by treating each image in D as a vertex. Denote G =< V, E > as the adjacency graph. We know that V = D. E is the set of edges linking images in V . The initial adjacency graph G 0 =< V, E 0 > is a fully connected graph so the initial edge set E 0 could be very large (|E 0 | = n(n − 1)/2). Each edge e ∈ E 0 is augmented with a Bernoulli random variable μ e ∈ {on, off}, which indicates whether the edge e is turned on or off. We define the edge turn-on probability to reflect the image-to-image similarity based on the generative model learned by the information projection strategy (see Sec.2.3). Then, by turning off the edges probabilistically based on the edge probability, we obtain a relatively sparse adjacency graph
The edge probability. Let I s and I t be the two images linked by edge e ∈ E. Denote q e as the edge probability,
where q e indicates the probability of images I s and I t being from the same category. By treating the image I s and I t as a cluster D e = {I s , I t }, we can learn a probability model P e based on the method described in Sec.2.3. Then, we define q e as q e ∝ P e (I s ) × P e (I t )
which will be specified in Eqn. 21 .
In next section, we present the information projection strategy to do automatic feature selection and learn a generative probability model P k for each inferred cluster k.
Feature selection by information projection
For each D k in a K-partition π K , the goal of the feature selection is to pursue a subset of features F k ⊂ F which are both informative and discriminative for D k , and simultaneously learn a generative probability model P k . To achieve that end, we use the information projection strategy [12] .
In information projection, we start from a reference model for D k , denoted by q k (I). It means that we specify a null hypothesis, H 0 : I ∼ q k (I), for image I ∈ D k (for simplicity, we omit the subscript in I (k) i when there is no confusion). In this paper, in order to make different P k 's comparable, we use the same reference model for them, so we denote the reference model as q(I) (which could be the uniform distribution or Gaussian white noise distribution). Furthermore, information projection tells us that we do not need to specify q(I) explicitly except that we need specify the marginal distribution q i (I) of q(I) projected onto each feature dimension f i (i ∈ [1, m] 
The learning procedure in information projection tells us that we can modify q(I) to the model P k by identifying test statistics of feature responses of F k on D k (say, the projected marginal distributions) to reject the null hypothesis H 0 . For simplicity, we can design the feature set F to make all the f i 's independent (in a spatial or frequency domain sense). Let p
where λ
is estimated by MLE and then Z(λ (k)
i ) can be calculated (as in the active basis model [23] ).
The information gain of a feature f i for the inferred category k, denoted by Δ (k) (f i ), is defined as,
which guides us to pursue features sequentially up to a certain threshold of the information gain (zero in our experiments) and then we obtain the selected feature subset F k for D k . Denote m k as the number of features in F k which may vary for different categories. Here, because q i is pooled from the whole image set D and p k i is pooled from D k ⊂ D, we can see that features selected according to the information gain criteria in Eqn.19 are both informative and discriminative to D k . Then, we learn a generative probability model for D k ,
Now, we specify the edge probability q e in Eqn.17. We have P e (I) = q(I) 
where T is the temperature factor for simulated annealing, and all Δ(e) are calculated offline and stored in a look-up table for cluster sampling.
Algorithm 1: Discovering scene categories by information projection and cluster sampling Input : A set of images D (Eqn.1) to be categorized, a feature pool F (Eqn.4), and the posterior probability p(W |D) (Eqn.7) Output: The unsupervised categorization results
) (Eqn.5). Initialization: create the initial adjacency graph G 0 =< V, E 0 > and compute q e (Eqn.21) for all e ∈ E 0 , then obtain the adjacency graph G =< V, E > by sampling the edges in E 0 and random clustering for CP s in G.
Repeat: for a current partition π K with the solution state W , . Graph clustering: create a new set of CP s by turning off e ∈ E(π K ) with probability 1 − q e .
. Graph flipping: select a CP V 0 with probability q(V O |CP ) and suppose V 0 ⊂ D k , and then flip V 0 as a whole to cluster k which is sampled from q(k |V 0 , π K ). Accept the flipping with probability α(W → W ) (Eqn.23)
Implementation
We adopt the SWC algorithm [1] for the inference. By recalling the posterior probability in Eqn.7, the prior probability in Eqn.14 and the factorized likelihood in Eqn.20, we can rewrite Eqn.6 as,
Since we do not specify q(I (k) i ) explicitly beyond the marginal distributions on the selected feature dimensions, the energy (say, − log p(W |D)) could take on negative values (see the energy plot in the left bottom panel in Fig.2 ).
Next, we specify the clustering sampling procedure with the SWC algorithm to solve Eqn.22.
Inference by Swendsen-Wang Cut
The SWC algorithm is very effective for sampling arbitrary posterior probability or energy functions [1] with a graph partition formulation. To solve Eqn.22 by SWC, we need to specify the following three steps.
(1) Initialization. Given an initial adjacency graph G 0 =< V, E 0 >, we compute the edge probability q e according to the Eqn.21. We turn off the edges in E 0 independently and probabilistically according to q e (∀e ∈ E 0 ), so that we can obtain a relatively sparse adjacency graph G =< V,E > (E ⊂ E 0 ) with probability q(E) = e∈E q e e∈E0\E (1 − q e ) . Then, G consists of a set of connected components (CP ). We can assign the same initial category index for all CP s or can draw category indexes based on the prior probability in Eqn.14 and assign it to CP s. We pursue the features and probability models for each clusters, and we obtain an initial solution state. Then, the following two steps are iterated.
(2) Graph clustering. Given a current partition π K with K hypothesized categories, the corresponding solution state
} with the posterior probability defined in the Eqn.7. It removes all the edges between images of different categories, and turns off the remaining edges according to their edge probabilities. Then, we get a new set of CP s.
(3) Graph flipping. It selects a connect component V 0 ∈ CP with probability q(V 0 |CP ) (in this paper, q(V 0 |CP ) = 1 |CP | is uniform) and suppose we get V 0 ⊂ D k ), and then flips, accepted with a probability (Eqn.23), all the images in V 0 to another image category k with probability
If it is accepted, we get a new solution state W , and we know,
• If k = K + 1, it generates a new category (cluster birth) D k = V 0 and we pursue the features F k and learn the model P k . Then, we update the model for
give death to the cluster k actually at the same time).
• If k ∈ [1, K] and k = k, it does regrouping and model diffusion by updating
and pursuing the feature sets F k and F k and the models P k and P k .
•
The acceptance probability, denoted by α(W → W ), is,
where Q(W → W ) and Q(W → W ) are proposal probabilities for the state jumping and their ratio
can be derived as in [1] .
Algorithm.1 summarizes our unsupervised image categorization method.
Performance evaluation
For the input image set D, suppose there are L categories and the corresponding ground truth category label set is,
where c i ∈ {1, · · · , L}, and both L and C are unknown to the categorization algorithm. Given the categorization result
), we have the inferred category label set,Ĉ
with the inferred cluster label k, we also know the corresponding groundtruth label set C k ,
As noted in [19] , we adopt the purity (larger value means better performance) and the conditional entropy (smaller value means better performance) as the evaluation criteria, which make more sense for evaluating performance of unsupervised image categorization.
The purity is defined as,
where p(k) = |D k | n and p(l|k) is estimated from C k . The conditional entropy is defined as,
Experiments
We test two datasets, LHI 8 scene categories (4 outdoor scene categories, 1 indoor scene category and 3 object categories) [24] and MIT 8 scene categories [11] .
Feature pool F. In our current experiments, we use four types of features: the "Gist" feature [11] , the SIFT feature [10] , the PACT feature [22] and the RGB color features. For the "Gist" feature, we compute it on the size of 256 × 256 pixels. The other features are computed using the original image size. For the SIFT features, we use the bag-of-words configuration with 100 visual words. For the PACT feature, we use a 2-layer pyramid with 4 cells in the second layer. For the color feature, we use 39 bins histogram with 13 bins for each of the red, green and blue channels. Note that more features can be added as illustrated in the top panel of Fig.1 , such as the active basis model [23] and the constellation model [4] , and we will explore them in our future work.
Experimental setting. In the experiments, we set β = 6 in the prior probability (Eqn.14) and the temperature T in the edge probability (Eqn.21) starts from 60 and goes down in a logarithmic manner to 0.1 in 1000 sweeps. In addition, for each method we test on the two datasets to compare peformance, we run 10 times and use the average performance to do comparisons. For comparisons, we use the k-mean algorithm with correct cluster number (say, 8 in both datasets) specified as the baseline method. We also compare with the pLSA method (with the SIFT features and correct category number specified).
Experiment 1: LHI 8 scene categories 1 . As shown in Fig.2 , the top panel shows the feature selection results for each category which is very perceptually intuitive, and the bottom panel shows the energy curve for the cluster sampling in which we pick up three points to show the cluster birth, cluster death and cluster switching and diffusion, respectively. The calculated purities and conditional entropies are in Table. 1. The average cluster number we obtain in 10 times is 11.2.
Experiment 2: MIT 8 scene image categories 2 . The result is shown in Table. 2. The average cluster number from the 10 times is 10.5 clusters.
Discussion on cluster number selection. In our experiments, the β in the prior probability (Eqn.14) constrain the cluster number, and as illustrated in Fig.3 , when β is small (the bottom panel) we can divide a category (see the top panel) into a set of sub-clusters to fit the likelihood better. Here, the cluster number K indeed depends on parameter β which control the level of details. What we meant by "automatically" computing the number K in this paper is that our cluster sampling algorithm can decide the optimal K by its MCMC dynamics in the process of optimizing the Bayesian posterior probability with arbitrary initialization of K.
Conclusion
This paper presents a method for unsupervised scene categorization. We address the automatic feature selection and the automatic cluster number selection simultaneously by posing unsupervised scene categorization as graph partition problem (in which each image is treated as a vertex) under the Bayesian framework. In implementation, we use information projection to pursue features which are both informative and discriminative for each category and adopt the Swendsen-Wang Cut algorithm for effective inference with cluster number selected automatically for globally optimal clustering. In experiments, we test two datasets, LHI 8 scene categories and MIT 8 scene categories, and obtain state-of-the-art results.
